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ON THE EXISTENCE OF A SYMMETRIC ACOUSTIC MODE
IN A QUADRATIC SOLID WEDGE
V.V. Krylov
It is showa that in a solid truncated wedge whose local thickaess depend.squadraticaliy on its beight, along with the earlier pred.icted countable set of
sntisl.E-metric acoustic modes loc.elized rlear the apex, there can also exist a
si-ugle symmetric acoustic mode. This mode is localizsd in the .!,isinigy of the
wedge apex: andits characteristics are close to those of R^ayleigh,s surface acous-
tic mode. The phase velocity and the field structure of tbe mode are calculated.
The lowest-frequency boundary for the region of its existence is determ|ne{.
Fis. 1
Quadratic solid wedge with h(c) = €82.
Receatiy it has been shown [1] that along the apex of a so]id truncated wedge whose local thickness isdesffibed by the expression A(c) = cc2 (Fig. 1), a countable set of antisymmetriJ (quasi-flexurai) Iocalized
oscillation modes can propagate whose phase velocilies can, ia principle, be arbiirarily small. Below we
shail shox' that in the x'edge-shaped structure under consideration there can also exist a single locaiized
s-'"mrnet'ric mode whose charact,eristics are close to those of Rayleigh's surface acousric wave.
It should be noled that. alongside the various applied aspects [2], the problem of existence of localized
svmmetric modes in acute-angle solid rvedges is also of a great fundamentai significance. There are ratherfe$' theoretical rvorks devoted to this question, and their conclusions are oflen contradictorl'. For example,in [3] numerical merhods were applied for studf ing rhe propagarion of both anris-vmmerric and symmerric
modes along the ecige of an ideal solid u'sigg formed b1, inrersecrion of rwo plane faces (for brevitr,, in whatfollows we shall cali it a iinear wedge) And it was sho*'n. in parricular, thar in *,edges with acute anglesthe existence of s)'mmetric modes is tmpossible. In contrasr to 13], rhe aurhors of [4: made the conc]usion,also based on nurnerical calculations, that there can exisr a s,"-mmetric mode in a ilneur acite-angle w:dge.
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medium (for u" = 0)
In [5] , among some other results, it was sho*'n anaiytically that there can exisl a syrnrnetric quasi-Rayleigh
mode in a t.runcated acute-angle Iinear wedge. This conclusion was drawn as a result of the solution of
the corresponding boundary problem i.n the geometrical acoustics approxination valid under the condition
lpeo ) 1, where es is the height of the truncated wedge and lp is the wave trumber of a longitudinal wave
in a thin plate [6].
In contrast to the case c"'a'lnear wedge, symmetric modes i-u a quadratic solid wedge have not been
analyzed up to now. Ilowever, as will be seen from what follows, a structure of this kind is of interest ia view
of the fact that it, car be analyzed not oniy within the framework of the geomerrical-acoustics approach but
also based on the exact soiution ofthe corresponding bouudary problem for a thin plate ofvariable thickness
h(") 
- 
ee2. This makes it possible to establish the complete dispersion law for the localized symmetric
mode and to determine the }owest-frequency boundary for its existence.
Assuming that the isotropic solid wedge is sufficiently acute, i.e., assurring the parameter eeo to be
small (the exact restriction on szo will be specified below) , the displacements u' and uo of particles of the
medium ia the median surface of the wedge will be described by the equations of motion for a plane stressed
state ftom [7] in which, however, the plate thickness h wili be assumed t,o ciepend on c:
a- . 4.... r ,
frlh(r)o",) + frlh(x)o,rl + r' phlr)u, = Q,3n^(1)
frlh(')o,v) + fo[hlz)orr) +,' phlz)', = o
Elere a"", a"r, and ayy are the components of the elastic stress Lensor in the ry plane; p is the density of
the wedge material; and r.,, is the circuiar frequency (the factor expi-ical) is omrtted). Equations of motion
(1) must be supplemenied with equaiions of state (Eooke's Law for a thin plate) [7]:
o""=*(il"* o14v),
E
avv = ti7(uoo * cu,"), (2)
E
L r o 't'
where .E and o are, respectively. the Young moduius and the Poisson ratio of the material of the wedge
(or, which is the same, of a plate x'ith varying thickness), and u;r' = (Il2)(6u;10x1 * AullBx;) are the
components of the linearized strain tensor (the subscripts i, j assume ihe values e, y). As is known, by
formally substituting in Eq. (2)
o' E-
"-I_o., "-l_o,.
we obtain the formulas relating the stress and strain in the cy plane for an unbounded
characterized by the elastic constanls -D' and a' (the so-called piane strain stace [7]).
The field of the syrnmetric Iocalized waves we are i-nterest.ed il must satisfy not only relations (1) and
(2) but aiso the boundary conditions expressing the absence of a normal sttess on the truncated wedge apex
(at r = cs):
dr, = o", = 0, (1)
and also the condirion that the field vanishes as u + co.
Divide both sides of Eq. (1) by h(es). After that. substituting (2) into (3) and taking (3) into account,
it can easiiy be seen that the boundarl' problem under consideration on the determination of a symmetric
localized mode in a solid wedge reduces formally to the probiem of finding a Rayieigh-type surface acousiic
wave on the boundarl'of_a verticalli'inhomogeneous solid half-space (Ray'leigh's problem) whose equivalent
eiastic Lame coefficients )(z) and !(c). and also the densitl'/(e) varl'with dept,h according ro the }aw
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Nore that the effective Lame coefficienrs )-
by the formulas
A=
and 1-r' are relat,ed to their true values for the
LO
(1 + a')(1 
-2o')
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wedge material
,1- 2o
-" 7-o'
.L
' 2(L+o') '
It is well-known that in the case of arbitrary functions AQ),1(x), and /(z), Ra1'leigh's problem has
no exact analitical solutiou (see, e.g., [8]). Therefore, by analogr with {5], we first give a brief account
of the results of the problem solution for the ca^se h(a) = exz under study in the geometrical-acoustics
approximation. In this case Eq..(1) and (2) describe the propagatiou of two noninteracting iongitudinal and
ttansverse acoustic waves at an arbitrary angle to the surface (see also [8]). Eere the roie of the longitudunal
wave is piayed by the symmetric (longitudinal) mode in a thin plate (i.e., the lowest symmetric Lamb mode)
propagati-ng with velocity cp = IElp0 - a2)]t/2 = [()' *2p)lp]t/2, and the role of rhe rransverse (shearj
wave is played by the lowest Sl/-mode of the plate propagati-ng witb. velocity ct = (ttldrlt .The geometrical-
acoustics expressions for the displacement amplitudes of the longtudilal and transverse wave, indicaled in
what follows by the indices p and l, can be written as
u\p) 
- firxp{;ry_vpx}, (7)
"!" = #exp{ity - v,x}, (8)
where I is the projection of the wave vectors of the propagating waves on the g axis; k, 
= 
af c1 is the wave
number of the volume shearing wave; upJ = (k2 - t|,r)t/';,4; and .8, are constants det,ermined from thebouldary conditions; aqd the subscript i assumes the'values a and y. The presence of the factors r-1 in 1Z;
and (6) reflects the energr consen'ation iaw for the two tlpes of waves [6] in arbitrary sections e = const inthe case of quadratic wedge under consideratin. Note that i:r the geometrical-acoustics approximation the
waves described by formulas (7) and (8) neither interact nor uudergo refraction because, according to (5),
the velocities co and c, do not depend on c. The interaction between waves (7) and (8) occurs onll'at ihe
free boundary (the wedge edge) where boundary conditions (4) must be fulfilled. Substituting (Z) and (8)
into (4), using the rvell-knos'n relations divul = 0 and roiup = 0 [7] , and discarding the r,erms of the order
o{ (Il\z)2 and higher, we arrive, in accordance with the geomerrical-acoustics method.. at the fol}owing
dispertion relation determining the velocity of the localized s1'mmetric mode:
(2k'-tl)'-4k2vovr=0.
Eq (9) coincides ia its form rvith the well-known Ra;-leigh-ty'pe equation describing the propagation
of a Rayiegh-type surface wave along the edge of a thin plate of constant thickness [2]. Thus, in thegeometrical-acoustics approximation, ihe phase velocity' of the symmetric iocalized mode of a quadratic solid
wedge coincides with the velocity of a quasi-Rayleigh wave propagating along the edge of a thia plate. The
relationships between the constants ,4; and B; also coincide with the couesponding expressions for Rayleigh
waves (see, e.g., [7]). The on]y distiaction consists in an additional amp)itude drop proportional to (lra)-1
an the distance from the edge inoeases (see Eqs. (7) and (8)).
The above geometrical-acoustics soiution which is valid for lreo ) 1 or, which is the same, for loee y 1,
gives no iaformation on the behavior of the symmetric mode uuder consideration at lower frequencies.
Bo*-ever, rpith the specific Poisson ratio a = l/3 of the medium for the quadratic solid wedge uuder studyit is possible to construct the exact solution t.o the boundary problem (i), (2), (a) (br- virtue of relarions(3) and (5)) based on the solution obtained in [9] for an elastic ha]f-space with )(c) = tt(s) - po(xlEil2
and p(a) 
- 
po(Elto)2, i.e., for a medium rvith the Poisson ratio of Il4 and the velocities of longtudinai
and shearing \&'aves not depending on u. The authors of [9] emp]oyed the substitut,ion r, - u',f 1/p@,
"n - u'uVRi which enabled them to obtain the exact formuias for the ampiitudes of z" and uo in the
surface *'ave and also the dispersion relation determing the phase velocir_"- of the wave.
For the sake of brevitl', rve shall not give here the formulas for the amplirudes of u, and u, obrained
in [91. especialll'as, in lhe case under consideratiorr. thel'coincide in form with the geomerrical solution (7),
(6)
(e)
t-
at
(8) (ir should be iaken into account that u, = uf) + t!t) and ,, = uf).1 "!t)). We give here oniy the
corresponding dispersion relation for the case of a quadratic solid wedge, writing it in the followiag comPact
form:
k?z|rh) 
- 
k,xof Ql) - p(q) = 0 (10)
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Fig. 2
Dependence of the relative velocity of a symmetric mode in a quadratic solid wedge on
the parameter Alcs for a medium with the Poisson ratio a = Il3 for (1) cf c, = 0.9194
(coriesponding to a quasi-Rayleigh mode propagatirg aiong the end face of a thin plat'e)
and (2) cf q = 0.9325 (corresponding to a Rayleigh wave in a half-space).
Since Eq. (10) was not anaiyzed in [9], we shall obtain its solution usirg the fact that it Ls quadratic in
k,cs. On find1ng trzo ftom (i0) as. frro.tion of r7 one can easily construct the inverse plot of 4 versus Ate6
1fig. Z;,wtrlch is also of interest. From this plot it follows that the phase velocity c is always greater than its
g"o*"iri..l-acoustics value (which, as was already mentioned, coi:rcides with the velocity of a Rayleigh-type
wave on the end face of a thin plate with o =ll3 correspondilg to an infinice medium with a' - Ll4) and
tends to this value as Alzs * co. Note that it is aiso easy to obtain directly from Eq. (10) an approximate
anall'tical expression describing the behayior of 4 for &tro > 1:
Here 4 = c/cr, where c is the velocity of the symmetr-ic-mode, "r|lp)t/'5 the velocitl'of the voiume
shear wave; F(,7) = e - rtr), - 4(1 - \?),/t(l - Ol3)r72)t/2 jr the so-called Rayleigh determinant for thepoisson ratio a' 
- 
L/4 (this corr"sponds to the Poisson ratio of thg .w-Jge_ma-ferial o = Ll3); t(q) =
;;13f1- lili),jr),/, +(1- ,12)'/').oa,p('l) =3q2 -s,f0-,1')'/'(L- (1'13)q2)t/2.
(i1)
Here 4e is the value of 4 for ll ae + co. flowever, it should. be pointed out that the velocity of the symmeiric
mod" in question cannot be greater than the velocity of Rayleigh's wave in a material with the Poisson ratio
o = lf 3,of *hi.h the wedge is made. Otberwise, the mode energy would have been partly emitted in the form
of Rayleigh r+'aves (Cerenfor-type radiation) and ihe mode *ould have been transformed into the secalled
Ieak mode. It is the intersection of the horizontal line q = 0.9325 corresponding to the Ra-'-leigh wave velocitl'
for a half-space with o = Il3 and ihe conslructed dispersion curve 4 - q(l,to) that dejtermrnes the lower
boundarl.( with respect to i1 rs) for the region of existence of a symmerric mode in a solid quadratic wedge'
Accord.ing ro Fig. 2, this inrersection lakes place at [1ee 
= 
40 or kpro - 23. Therefore, the nondecaying
symmetric mode exists for &1cs ) 40 or, which is the same. for lozs ) 23'
Fiaalll', we determine the conslraint on the parameter Exs in the structure under consideration. This
consrrai:rt is relat.ed to the condition under rrhich Eqr.(1), (2) for a thin plate hold and is implied b:'
\=4ol'-#**] 
'
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Vol. 16, No. tthe requirment that the local wedge thickness h(e) should be smau as compared to the shear wave lengrh)t = 2t/kt for the vajues of t to"""'p"tii"g ,o itr. .h..".r".r.tic penerration depth / 
- 
)r = 2tr/b, of rhemode under study.
e(to + 2zr/k1)z < 2t/k,. 
,,2)Since' according to what has been said, the propagation of the aondeca-ving mode takes piace at lrso > 40,the ierm 2rf \ on the left-hand side of in"qu"iirli (12) can i. ,rugtu.t"a. Then ro.*ut" (12) implies that40 < Alzs 12Tf ezs, i'9', tle wedge musr be sufficiently accute, namery 
€eo ( 1.Thus' ia a qadratic solid weJge there can exiqt a ,iogtu ,y**etric acoustic mode whme phase veiocic,vis close to but somewhat greaier tf,aa tlat of a Rayieighi;;*.r" oo the end face of ahomogeneous thinplate' For the Poisson ratt a = 1/3 of the wedge m.t"ii"r, il. lowest-frequency bound.ary for the existenceof the mode is determined ftom th" condition -1,"0 > 40.' o;e shourd expect that for other values of thePoisson ratio the constraiut on lles has the same order of magnitude. A simiiar restriction from below forltcs is likely to take place in the case oi.i..rn""red acute-ang[-iio"", wgdge [5]. Note that this assumptionagrees in a natural way with the conclusion drawn ir tq ti.?'rondecayiag symmetric modes are absent inan ideal (nontruncated) structure of this type, i.e., ln th" .r". of tr"o _ O.
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